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opyright and your thesis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4 topics:You as a copyright producer, as a copyright ownerYou as a copyright userCreative commons licencesWhat to do with research data which goes with your thesis

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/deed.nl


isclaimer 
▪ I’m not a legal expert (by education) 
▪ Most things I’m going to say are based on the assumption that you 

initially indeed have copyright on your ‘writings’. Maybe you or 
your professor have signed an agreement (with NWO, with a 
company) in which things are stated differently 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Copyright is about making things public, so about publishing.A PhD thesis has always to be made public in some way. However, this may be just the (public) ceremony in which you defend your thesis



You as a producer of copyright 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This video is about open access and a master thesis. So it doesn’t apply entirely to your situation. However, with regard to the situation which is described, this is a publisher who wants to publish a paper version of your thesis, it may be applicable. 

http://youtu.be/bybsM5LlCck?t=9s


Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, sometimes I receive an email like this one. This recent mail is, as you can see, directed to the department of Electrical Engineering. Because they don’t know what to do with this email, they forwarding it to someone else and finally the mail arrives on my desk, although I’m certainly not a Rights manager...The request is simple: a publisher informs whether the copyright of a publication is still available because he, although it isn’t said in the mail, wants to publish it for the Chinese market.First thing I do is to check the publication of which only the title is given. It turns out to be a PhD thesis of our university from 2009[Email linkt naar record in TUe Repository] 

http://dx.doi.org/10.6100/IR651978


ss 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, Í’ve heard enough and thereupon I have send the following email to mr. Wang. Let’s dwell upon this email a while:If there are no other agreements made, the copyright of your thesis belongs to you. So, it doesn’t belong to the university or to your professor and so it’s to you to whom they have to address their request, and it’s up to you whether you consent or refuse! Sometimes the young doctor comes back to me to ask for advice. What should I do? In most cases my advice consists the following points:Don’t be flattered to easy, don’t think you are asked because the publisher is currently planning publications in your subject field and your thesis is of a very high scientific level. Of course your thesis is good and sometimes even extremely good. If not you wouldn’t have earned your PhD. Be aware that these publishers more or less systematically harvests university repositories for master and PhD theses and then they sometimes also run into your thesis.  My second and most important point is, be aware not to transfer the copyright of your thesis completely to the publisher, give them a non-exclusive publishing license or, at least, see to it that normal scholarly use of your thesis is still allowed (sending the full text of your thesis to colleagues by email, depositing it on your personal website or institutional repository, rewriting it into a journal paper or book chapter, presenting it during a conference, etc.). If you transfer the copyright completely, most of these things are only allowed after permission of the publsiher although it's 'your' thesis. So, read 'general terms and conditions' of the publisher an be keen about allowing normal academic use.My third point is that in most cases your thesis has already been published, this is made accessible, via the repository of the TU/e. So your thesis is already available -for free- to everyone via the internet. Of course, our repository is not a ‘real’ publisher but the essence is that it is made available. In this respect I should mention that your thesis, just like your papers, is assigned a DOI, this is a unique identifier of your thesis which you can use when you or others want to cite or refer to your thesis.My fourth point is that sometimes you have to deliver the text 'camera ready', according to the directives of the publisher. This may mean a lot of work...Finally, ask yourselves what concrete gains you receive with publishing your thesis with a publisher. Is it just one paper copy of your thesis or is it more?



Rob Raven (2005), Strategic 
niche management for biomass, 
Eindhoven : Thesis TU/e 
 
 available via: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, sometimes you see this. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.6100/IR590593
http://www.amazon.com/Strategic-Niche-Management-Biomass-Introductionof/dp/3639092392/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1382709591&sr=1-1


You as a user of copYright 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The essence of using copyright protected materials in your thesis is that –in most cases- you have to ask for permission to use it. Of course, there are exceptions to ‘rule’. The most important one is quoting: you are allowed to quote small parts of another man’s texts without asking him or her for permission. Of course, this is regular scholarly use and I suppose you were not aware that quoting had something to do with copyright. I’ll come back to this when talking about using another man’s figures or images in you work.Using copyright protected material may start with using your own paper in your thesis!Sometimes a thesis is a compilation of already published papers. If you have transferred the copyright of these papers you should really ask the publisher to re-publish your paper in your thesis. In most cases journal publishers allows this.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is publisher Elsevier about what you’re allowed to do with your own paper. So, you may include it in your thesis.[Image links to website Elsevier. See also there tab Author posting.]Question: what is not allowed?Putting your paper on your own webpage? Probably not. Linking to your article is always allowed. The sting is in the footnote: “… this excludes any systematic or organized distribution of published articles.”So, depositing your paper (the publisher’s version and/or the final author version) in Research Gate, an institutional repository, ArXiv, electronic learning environment like OASE is probably not allowed.

http://www.elsevier.com/journal-authors/author-rights-and-responsibilities


Using another man’s 
figures, images, tables in 

your publications 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Suppose you want to use a figure from this paper in your own paper and you want to ask permission for that.For this kind of re-use, Elsevier (and other publishers) offers a service called RightsLink.[Image links to Elsevier webpage]However, you don’t need always to ask permission! You can consider a figure or image as a quote and just as it is allowed to quote fragments of text in your paper, it is also allowed to quote figures or images in your paper. Of course, the figure then has to be a quote, which means it has to be functional and subordinate to the content of your paper! Using a figure or image just to brighten up your paper or thesis is not allowed without permission.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compind.2003.10.001


This image may probably not be used as a quote in a 
scholarly article 



However, if your research is about different 
representations of scholars in comics, it is allowed 

provided of course that you acknowledge the 
author or source 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But always give credit to the author and source! Sometimes this can be difficult. If you’re not sure, don’t do it.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you create something, you own the copyright of it. But what rights do you actually have when you have copyright? Copyright means two things:Having copyright means that you and only you have the right to exploit your work by reproducing it, this means: you may copy it, distribute or publish it and make derivative works of it;  Besides that copyright also means that you have the moral rights of your work. This means your work is personal yours, no other person may attribute your work as his or may slightly alter your paper and say it’s his, or may use it for example in a context which you don’t like.We have seen that you can transfer the exploitation rights to someone else, for example a publisher. This is not possible with the moral rights of your work. These always stay with you.So, when you still own the copyright of your work and someone else wants to re-use (this is copy or distribute) parts of your work, he or she must ask your permission. Of course, in practice it can be difficult top find out who owns copyright. At this point Creative Common licenses come into play. With a Creative Commons license you specify in advance what others may do with your work.There are 6 standard 



BY = Attribution: 
when others re-use your work, they have to credit you 

SA = ShareAlike: 
plus others have to license their creations under identical terms 

NC = NonCommercial: 
plus others may not build upon your work commercially 

ND = No derivative works 
plus others have to leave your work unchanged and in whole  

CC BY = Open Access 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BY = Attribution = This license lets others distribute, remix, tweak, and build upon your work, even commercially, as long as they credit you for the original creation. This is the most accommodating of licenses offered. Recommended for maximum dissemination and use of licensed materials.BY-SA = ShareAlike = This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon your work even for commercial purposes, as long as they credit you and license their new creations under the identical terms. This license is often compared to “copyleft” free and open source software licenses. All new works based on yours will carry the same license, so any derivatives will also allow commercial use. This is the license used by Wikipedia, and is recommended for materials that would benefit from incorporating content from Wikipedia and similarly licensed projects.plBY-NC-SA = ShareAlike NonCommercial = This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon your work non-commercially, as long as they credit you and license their new creations under the identical terms.BY-ND = No derivative works = This license allows for redistribution, commercial and non-commercial, as long as it is passed along unchanged and in whole, with credit to you.BY-NC = NonCommercial = This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon your work non-commercially, and although their new works must also acknowledge you and be non-commercial, they don’t have to license their derivative works on the same termsBY-NC-ND = NonCommercial No derivative works = This license is the most restrictive of our six main licenses, only allowing others to download your works and share them with others as long as they credit you, but they can’t change them in any way or use them commercialCC BY = open access [link to PhD thesis of Maxim Hendriks]

http://dx.doi.org/10.6100/96ec9f06-75df-4a6f-92f6-3f531b56155e


The data underlying your thesis 

http://youtu.be/1yEbZXpyCEM?t=1m6s


The legal status of raw data 

http://www.surf.nl/en/publicaties/Pages/Juridischestatusvanruwedata.aspx


Why publishing your research data? 
 
After a research project is finalized data may be requested  
• for verification or replication of results published 
• because journals, sponsors or professional codes require primary data to be 

accessible 
 
However, it may also be desirable to store data permanently and sustainably because 
they are valuable or because data sets cannot be reassemble. 
 
In most cases published data are assigned a DOI 
 
By publishing your data with a DOI, it allows you or others to: 
• claim data 
• retrieve data 
• cite data 
• let data be reused 
• attach data to his/her publications 
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Presentation Notes
There are a lot of excuses not to publish your data. The most important one and the one for which I have most understanding is: publishing your data may mean a lot of work because it may demand that you have to document your data well. There’s no use of publishing your data when they’re not documented well. What’s the use of a table with data when the rows and columns aren’t explained.However, sometimes you have to publish your data. Sometimes your data are unique.And publishing data has advatages.A DOI is a unique identifier of a digital object, in this case a data set. The assigned DOI remains the same even if the location (URL) of the data set changes. So, the DOI guarantees the findability of your vdi in the distant future and can therefore, for example, be used by you and others to cite or refer to the digital object. The underlying URL may change, the DOI remains the same.Claim data: sometimes people don’t want to publish their data because they fear malicious use of the data. According to me, the best defense against malicious use is to refer to a kind of archival copy of your data which is guaranteed exactly as you meant it to be. So, publishing data is also claiming data. It cuts both ways

http://f1000research.com/articles/1-3/v1
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Presentation Notes
Promotional material of 3TU.Datacentrum is available

http://data.3tu.nl/
http://www.dans.knaw.nl/
http://figshare.com/
http://datadryad.org/
http://zenodo.org/
http://thedata.org/
http://www.pangea.de/
http://data.3tu.nl/
http://www.dans.knaw.nl/
http://figshare.com/
http://www.datadryad.org/
http://www.zenodo.org/
http://thedata.org/
http://www.pangea.de/
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